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Additions to the Library
A number of publications have been
added to the club library since the last
issue of ‘Below’ these include:

North Wales C.C.Newsletter:
No. 257, March 1999; No. 258, April
1999; No. 259, May 1999; No. 260, June
1999 (has some interesting photos of
work on Wynstay Shaft, plus sites in
the Elwy Valley.

Mining Heritage Society of Ireland:
Newsletter No10, April 1999

Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary Society:
Stone Chat Volume 19, No. 3 Spring
1999; Volume 19, No. 4 Summer 1999

Cave & Karst Science (Transactions
of the BCRA), Vol.25 No.3, December
1998

Plymouth Caving Group, Newsletter &
Journal, No. 131.

Quarterly Journal of the Shropshire Caving & Mining Club Summer Issue No: 99.2

Sheave Refitted
At midday on Saturday July 3rd the
original winding wheel for George’s or
Old shaft at Snailbeach Mine was lifted
into place by one of Stuart Tomlins
cranes.

Andy Yapp, was in position at the top
of the headframe to guide the wheel
down onto its bearing blocks at the top
of the newly built wooden headframe
(made to the original specifications).

The construction of the headframe and
refitting of the wheel follows a lengthy
period of cooperation between the
Shropshire County Council, the
Shropshire Caving & Mining Club and
the Shropshire Mines Trust. Funding
for the headframe project was provided
by a Lottery Grant.

After the wheel was put into position,
representatives of the Council, Press
and Mines Trust/Club (Stuart) were
hoisted up in a cradle to toast the new
headgear with beer - thus recreating an
old mining custom.

A second hoisting, with Nick Southwick
in the cradle, saw the wheel toasted
once more with the saying “All Mines
and Miners”, with more beer being spilt
over the sheave (it is just a malicious
rumour that Nick climbed back up to lick
it clean - to prevent it going prematurely
rusty naturally!)

Following the ceremony bread and
cheese was provided to the assembled
onlookers, served from the Blacksmiths
shop, by Kim Yapp, Nick Southwick
and other members of the Mines Trust.

Jules Unlimited
Coinciding with the Sheave Wheel
ceremony, a TV crew from VARA
Televisie (a Dutch TV company) were
also around Snailbeach recording
aspects of the Club’s exploration
techniques (particularly the MineCam)
and the restoration work.

While it was unfortunate in some
respects that they chose to come  on the
same weekend as the ‘hoisting’ it did
allow them to record the action, which
should be a prominent part of our 7
minute slot.

MineCam and winch activity was filmed
around the top of Chapel shaft (after a
hectic bit of winch rigging by Tom,
Alan Taylor, Andy Harris, Neal, Pete
Eggleston and myself), while Alan and
Vicky Robinson rigged the descent to
the 40 yard level.

On Sunday, the crew recorded various
‘explorations’ by their presenter Menno
Bentveld in Perkins Level, and on the
descent to the 40 yard level. Due to the
unknown SRT ability of the TV crew
(although they had all been involved in
abseiling, sleeping on cliff faces (!) and
caving in France) ladders and lifelines
were used.

Jules Unlimited is likened to a Dutch
version of “Tomorrows World”,
covering both sport, science and
technology activities and
developments. It is very popular in
Holland and Belgium. For more details
about them have a look at page 22.
Pictures for these stories should appear
in the next issue of Below

Kelvin

Stretcher Winch
On Saturday May 22nd, a small team of
9 Club Members assembled at the top of
Chapel Shaft to rig the winch for a
practice stretcher haul.

While Mike Worsfold and Steve
Holding made their way down to the 40
yard level, the rest of us succeeded in
erecting the headframe (after a bit of
cussing!) and started dummy runs with
(heavy) bags of rock in the stretcher.

A couple of points to note: with no load
on the rope (ie empty stretcher) the
winch cable does not lay correctly when
winding in and you need a lamp on the
stretcher to see where it is! Pictures
next issue.
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News Round-Up 1
by Ivor Brown

Madeley Wood Green tunnel at Jockey
Bank (see Mines of the  Ironbridge
Gorge Part 2, ‘Below’ 97.4).

Mine Owner
During April, IJB visited a retired Dawley
small mine owner at Buildwas to view
his collection of handmade model mines,
local horse-gin with ‘tacking plates’
and ‘dans’, ‘hand-turn’ pits with
‘rodneys’ and ‘franks’, all handmade
perfectly to scale -  and a most
illuminating Shropshire mining
conversation to match.

Madeley Modern
Reunion

IJB attended the Reunion of former
pupils of Madeley Modern School (now
Abraham Darby) and met many old
Madeley Miners. There was talk of a
reunion to commemorate 20 years since
Granville Pit closure (where many
finished their careers). The reunion was
organised from “Woodmine” Cottages,
Upper Astley, but it appears the name
is taken from the owners grandparent’s
home “Wood Mine” Cottages in Hope
Valley. These cottages were just below
the Wood Mine alongside the road but
have now been replaced.

Millennium Rocks
The “Millennium Collection” of 40 UK
rocks, minerals and fossils to be
available shortly from Geo-Supplies,
Sheffield (0114-2455746) at £199.00 will
contain one Shropshire specimen, ‘Tuff’
from the Wrekin.

Re: Headstone Query
Regarding the Query in Below, 1995.
The headstone to the one miner (the
youngest) from the Snailbeach Disaster
of 1895 buried at Lords Hill Chapel can
now be seen clearly, by the side door of
the cottage - it states (among other
inscriptions) ‘Arthur Wardman, (killed
at the Snailbeach Mines), March 6
1895’.

Draglines
Five Club Members visited Northumbria
on 14th/15th May, to see the large
walking draglines: Ace of Spades (4,000

Restoration
Repairs have been completed on Lords
Hill Chimney (this has left it with a
strange white pattern of staining, which
hopefully will fade before too long),
Snailbeach Miners Dry has a new roof
(but without the long vent the original
had), scaffolding has been erected at
Watsons Engine House, Tankerville,
and traffic lights and bricks have been
placed on the Hope Valley Road (said to
be in connection with work at Wood
Level).

Old Paper
In the 1850’s a weekly newspaper
circulated in the Shropshire area called
“The Shropshire News, Wellington
Advertiser and Mineral District
Review”. There were several columns
of mining notes (like this contribution).
The paper then became the “Wellington
Journal” and, nowadays, “The
Shropshire Star” could probably be
called its successor. It would be of
interest to research this sometime.

Grave Effort
Attempts to renovate the communal
miners grave in Madeley Church Yard,
as a ‘Millennium Year Effort’ are about
to be made. The grave is that of the 9
miners who died in a winding accident
at Brickkiln Leasows Pit in 1864 (see
page 20, this issue).

Clee Hill Quarry
Has won this years top award for land
restoration work, although photographs
of their restored part of the Clee Hill
show a desert-like, non-descript
landscape! The award was offered by
the Quarry Products Association and
accepted by owners Hansen
Aggregates (description in M. & Q.
April 1999). Llynclys Quarry was among
the ‘other‘ award winners.

Madeley Tunnel
Following rumours that a tunnel had
been found under Madeley Hill during
recent excavation works, IJB
investigated, but site foreman insists
that nothing has been found, in any
case, the excavation was at its
shallowest when it crossed over the

tonnes), Big Geordie (3,000 tonnes) and
Chevington Collier (1,300 tonnes). A jib
was climbed by some, others took a
‘ride’, all had a ‘swing’ as the machines
slewed 180o. Visits were also made to
Ellington Colliery (3 winding engines)
and Woodhorn Colliery (steam
engines).

Pit Closures
In the period since de-Nationalisation
(Jan. 1995 to May 1999), Nine ex-British
Coal collieries have closed, leaving only
17 now at work. The closed collieries
are: Bilsthorpe, Point of Ayr, Asfordby,
Calverton and Whitemoor (Selby) - all
RJB mines. Hem Heath, Markham and
Coventry (Coal Investments) and
Silverdale (Midland Mining). In addition
to 13 still operated by RJB there is also
Longannet (Scotland), Hatfield
(Doncaster), Tower and Betws in South
Wales.

Miners Murdered
On Good Friday, 1940, brothers Thomas
and Edward Perkins, both barytes miners
of The Hostel, The Bog, were found
shot dead in a lane near The Hostel. If
you want further details read the book
Shropshire Murders by George Glover
(Arch Press), 1993.

Chinese Coal Closures
The Chinese Government has
announced that it intends closing down
‘22,000 coal mines by the year 2000’.
The aim being to raise the price of coal
per ton to the level demanded to make
its own 2,500 state mines profitable. At
present ‘private’ mines produce one
third of the coal in China, the state
mines two thirds (1997 total output was
1.33 billion tonnes).

Mining Co. Renamed
Shropshire's last coal mining company
‘Clay Colliery’ has been renamed ‘Onyx
Land Technologies Ltd’ and is now
part of the French group Compagnie
Generale des Eaux (CGE for short).

Dawley Road Mine
RJB Mining are still awaiting a decision
regarding the proposed working of
Dawley Road site (600,000 tons of coal).
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Burgam - 3/4/99
Ian Davies, Mike Davies & Ben Shaw

found. There have been reports of bad
air in this stope.

* Sleeping (until we arrived ) bat seen
here.

‘Open Shaft’ 20
(account 22)

This shaft is in the next field uphill from
‘shaft’ 13, it is sited on top of  a small
waste tip (visible from ‘shaft’13) and is
fenced off. It was not descended
although the top looks quite stable, it
appears to be a square shaft in solid
rock. From throwing a rock down I would
say it is at least 25ft deep.

[Would it be worth lowering the
MineCam down it to see what it is
like?  Kelvin]

‘Open Shaft’ 13, (account 22)
This is in-fact a stope that has broken
through to the surface, presumably
worked from below. At present it is
covered with rusty fence wire and is far
from safe.

A more or less vertical descent (rig from
tree on surface) of approx. 20ft leads to
a left turn into a tight stope at approx.
45°. The stope soon enlarges and
continues down.

A short level on the left (ending at a
collapse from above) is the previous
limit of exploration. Previously a bolt
was put in here although the rock is
poor, no descent beyond this point was
made last time due to worries about the
rock/bolt. A scaffold  pole  now provides
a good belay for a vertical descent of
15ft or so, after a short crawl a hole in the

floor* (blocked) is crossed.

The stope ends in a mass of loose rock
just beyond. Near the end a number of
holes in the roof appear to lead to more
stoping, loose rocks are abundant so
they were not climbed. An apparently
back filled cross cut also leads off, this
was un-enterable.

I estimate the total distance descended
to be in excess of 100ft, with maybe
180ft of horizontal progress made. I
think it is heading approximatley West,
Boat level can’t be that far away. The
prospects for further exploration are
slim, it is horribly unstable and is no
place for a dig. Around 100 metres of
rope, a sling and a krab are needed, rub
points are everywhere. A lighter was
used to test the air, no problem was

Tankerville Mine Update
The Shropshire Mines Trust have
received planning permission from
South Shropshire District Council to
restore the engine house on Watsons
Shaft. The contract for the work has
been let to Mike Salt Builders who did
the chimney last year and they have a
lot of experience in rebuilding mining
remains.

In addition to rebuilding the walls of
Watsons Enginehouse, the slate roof
will replaced.  Work will also be carried
out on Ovenpipe Enginehouse and
chimney and the ore bins.

Scaffolding has been erected on site
and work  will continue through the
Summer.

Please note that everyone should keep
off the site during the work as it will be
dangerous until completed and made
safe.

A S.M.T. Trustee, Peter Sheldrake, has
been appointed as the Tankerville
Project Manager and any queries over
restoration should be directed to him
(T. 01743-790613).  Another S.M.T.
Trustee, George Evans, is the
Tankerville Ranger and he will keep an
eye on the site.

Finance for the project has been
obtained with generous grants from:

• English Heritage,
• Shropshire County Council
• South Shropshire District Council.

When the work is completed, the site
will be open to the public on a casual
visitor basis and will complement the
South Shropshire Mines Trail.  The
Shropshire Mines Trust also plan to
open the enginehouse on special
occasions or for school parties by
request.

Perkins Level -
Jaw Crusher

Shropshire County Council have loaned
the  jaw crusher that stood at the Upper
Works at Snailbeach Mine (near to the
entrance to Perkins Level) to the
Shropshire Mines Trust. Although it
had not been used for a number of years
and had lain out in the open, a few
squirts of oil and a little bit of work
actually saw the crusher capable of
turning over.

It was subsequently removed to Stuart
Tomlins yard for additional work, where
it has now been incorporated into the
Trust mining display, mounted on a low
loader.

For the display the crusher is turned by
Stuart Tomlins' Ruston Hornsby oil
engine via a flat belt, a winche is then
used to haul stone up to the crusher,
and another winch to lower crushed
stone away from the low loader the
other side.

The mine trucks used for the
demonstration are tipping trucks from
Gwynfenedd Gold Mine. The ‘rig’ had
its first outing at the Mid-Shropshire
Steam Ralley over the weekend of 5th-
6th June.

Shropshire Mines Trust
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Mining

Characters Annie Payne 1887-1991, Shropshire’s Last
Ironstone Pit Girl, by Ivor Brown

17
Males are
d o m i n a n t
throughout the
field of mining

characters, but
there are a few female

characters and Annie
was certainly one of these.
As with almost all pit girls
her ‘mining’ career was
short - only a few years, but
through her sons she was
connected with coal for many

more years.

Shropshire ironstone pit girls were a
tough breed and very important to its
industry. They had the task of
clambering on the waste heaps and
picking the nodules of ironstone which
weathered out of the deposited layers
of shale. At best only about one ton
was recovered for every 10 tons of
waste tipped. They worked in all
weathers and often became so muddied
as to be unrecognisable.

In the early 1870’s there were over 1,000
pit girls producing about half a million
tons of ironstone per year, but there
were very few after 1912. One of the last
mines to employ ironstone-pitgirls was
the Kemberton/Halesfield complex
which still employed 30 in 1910. The
surface operations here are described
in Memories of Madeley, SCMC Journal
No.5 1997, where the girls were under
the supervision of Will Fletcher, son of
the Chartermaster John Fletcher.

The Early Years
Annie was born in 1887 and her mother
died  days later. She was ‘reared’ by her
father’s sister in the mining community
of Lawley Bank and Malinslee, although
she maintained contact with her father
who worked at the forge at Snedshill.
She went for a time to Langley School
near Dawley, often carrying her crippled
brother on her back so that she became
quite strong.

She also regularly collected the ‘parish
relief’ for her grandparents in Old Park,
who had in their working life made
sinkers clothes for the sinkers at local
pits. Her grandparents in turn supplied
her with the knitted clothes and leggings

she would need in her job.

Kemberton Pit
In 1900, aged 13, she began work at
Kemberton pit. Her father had wanted
her to go ‘into service’ but she wanted
to join her sister on the ironstone. He
agreed, eventually, and took her there
on a Monday to meet Mr. Fletcher (see
above). He told her she could start on
the Tuesday so she spent the rest of the
day with her mother buying “the print”
for making her bonnet and a bag to make
a ‘bag apron’. Then they bought a pair
of nailed boots and a new basket in
which to carry her food.

The bonnet was only to wear going to
work. At work she had a special bonnet
made of rolls of old stockings or similar
for she had to carry (on her head) an iron
box, which had two handles. This box
was made by the pit blacksmith.

Describing her  first attempts at carrying
the box on her head she said “I dropped
mine above once and the stones all fell
down to the bottom (of the tip) and I
had to go and pick it up and put them
in the box and put it on again.”

Asked how she felt after the first day
she replied “I did have a stiff neck, I
cried when I put the box on me head
and put the stone in, oh it did hurt me,
oh it did make me have a stiff neck”

About 8 or 9 girls would set out from
Lawley Bank at about 5.30 am and
walking between old pit mounds, they
would soon be joined by others. They
used to sing all the way and people
would say “The women are coming
down the Bank singing” and the clank
of their boots could be heard some way
off. They had to start work at 6.00 am -
but Mr. Fletcher did not say anything if
they were a little late.

At the pit they were joined by others
and split into their two groups, the
carriers and the pickers. Mrs. Payne
found that “you had to work there a
long time before you got to be a picker”.
The pickers got more money “cos they
had to scramble up the mounts to get
the clay all the way out, you see, you'd
wear more aprons out with your knees,

scrambling up the mounts and
everything else.” The carriers took the
stone from the pickers and carried it in
baskets on their heads to an old lady
from Court Street, Madeley, Mrs.
Headley “and she used to pitch the
ranks two or three storeys high”. (see
W.W.Smyth illustration ‘Below’ 97.1,
1997, and opposite on page 5).

After standing and, sometimes, being
‘calcined’ on site, the miners would
then “frank” the stone into trucks (the
frank was a 7 pronged fork) and then
send it to the furnaces by rail and canal.

It was very dirty work on the mounts in
all weathers but they did have some
breaks, and Annie had pleasing
memories of the times they spent
together in the cabins or around the
braziers on the mound itself. Eventually
she got work picking, and more money,
but then left to go into service for a
while and finally retired to have her
family.

Family Life
Mrs. Payne had a family of four, 2 boys
and 2 girls, her husband however
worked away, so for most of the time
she was alone with them. One son,
Herbie, who the writer knew well, was
born in 1915, and remembered how,
when his mother had to carry large
loads of food and clothing, she always
did this in a basket on her head. He said
“she never flinched, she never took it
off her head, nor put her hand to her
head” to rest it, and often walked all the
way from Wellington in this way.

Herbie later became a coal haulier, often
delivering the writer’s father’s “coal
allowance” (a ton per month, but like
other miners he had surrendered two
tons per year for pensioners). The cost
of delivery had to be paid by the miner
to the haulier direct and it was more
expensive to have it ‘bagged into cwts’.
The writer’s father had coal delivered
loose and it would be so delivered,
tipped directly onto the south-bound
carriageway of the main A442
Bridgnorth Road. It had to be shovelled
quickly into wheelbarrows otherwise
the traffic would crush it to smithereens.
Later Herbie delivered the writer’s coal
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Annie Payne 1887-1991, Shropshire’s Last
Ironstone Pit Girl, continued...

The picture shows a Heslop engine
working 2 shafts with flat rope or
rattlechain. Steam being provided
by a haystack boiler.

Behind and to the right-hand side of
the engine are ironstone waste tips.

Pit girls can be seen on the waste
tips picking out the nodules of
ironstone from the clay - although
the bonnets worn by the women in
the picture do not quite match with
Mrs. Paynes description (probably
artistic license, or are they in their
travelling to work bonnets?).

The lines of stacked material on the
top right sky-line are the ranks of
nodules 2 or 3 storeys high
described by Mrs Payne.

References
1. Ironbridge Quarterly 1987.4 (Annies

100th birthday)

2. Ironbridge Quarterly 1991.1
(Obituary)

3. Transcripts of Annie Payne and
Herbie Payne in IGMT Library

4. Women workers at Shropshire
Mines (I.J.Brown) Shrops.
Magazine, June 1990.

Picture, part of:

“Adams Engine & Ironstone Pit,
Madeley Wood”, 1847, by
W.W.Smythe, (IGMT Collection).

Mountain Top Mining
already permitted. West Virginia has
also permitted 134 similar sites.

Studies have now shown that most of
these sites will finish up with no
mountain, no mountain streams and no
valleys - just flattish grass fields.
Operators have been challenged to be
more imaginative but so far only seem
to have come up with ‘lakeland’ areas or
‘reforestation’.

Public opinion is now questioning the
‘value’ of permitting mountains to be
flattened - what would Shropshire

Probably the most controversial mining
activity in the USA today is ‘mountain
top mining’ and if it was in the States,
Shropshire would have some cause to
fear. In Shropshire we have the Clee
Hills, small mountain-type features,
where hard, but younger rocks, cover
the coal seams. In ’mountain top mining’
these seams would be easily worked by
removing the cover (and probably)
selling much of it, but spreading any
waste in surrounding valleys to “level
them off”. At the present time there are
45 active ‘mountain-top’ removal mines
in Kentucky of over 367 such mines

residents think if the Clee Hills were to
be ‘levelled’?

How close have we got already to doing
this by past (and present) mining and
quarrying?

Returning from Spain recently IJB also
wondered how much more mountain
levelling would be permitted there in
the interest of glasshouse vegetable
growing for Britain’s Sainsburys, Tesco
and Asda superstores

Ivor Brown

allowance, but this is another story -
but Herbie was never happy after
delivering ‘bagged coal’ up a long path
and steep steps.

Mrs. Payne became a ‘celebrity‘ during
her later years as the “last surviving
Shropshire Pit Girl”. Her voice was heard
on the radio, she was interviewed and
‘taped’ for posterity (a transcript of one
is available in the IGMT Library) and
was always ready to reminisce. She
remained quite active until real old age
and passed away in Madeley, almost
reaching her 104th birthday.

Herbie did not reach such a grand old
age, he died fairly recently, but he was
‘one of the old school’ and very much
part of the mining spirit of Madeley to
the end.
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South Crofty
It  look as as if the  rescue deal   for South
Crofty tin mine has collapsed, after it
emerged that the prospective new
owner had failed to come up with the
funds to acquire the site.

The consortium led by Wilf Hughes
reached agreement to acquire the
business for £625,000. It is claimed that
sale had not been completed because
the consortium had not paid the balance
of the money due.

However in counter claims the
consortium claim that equipment said
to be on site was missing and payment
was being withheld until its location
was discovered.

The present Management of South
Crofty are known to be kean to see the
mine close and the site sold for
redevelopment.

Belgium Coal
Heritage Destroyed

The destruction of the large concrete
machine hall of the Eisden Coalmine
(Limburg, Belgium) seems to have
started -although  local  preservationists
always were promised that this
interesting early concrete building
would be saved.

There were a lot of proposals for re-use.
The ‘Eisden Heritage Foundation’ asks
for letters of support to save this
building.

More information on the website of the
Flemish Association for Industrial
Archaeology, under the chapter
‘Endangered sites’:

www.conservare.be/vvia/bedreigd.htm

Compass Surveying
Software

After a long down-time the European
Compass Homepage (mirror for Larry
Fish’s great surveying software) is now
updated and online.
See details on:

www.karst.net/index_e.htm

The Lime Industry
English Heritage has recently consulted
on their Monument Protection
Programme Step 3 Report on Lime,
Cement and Plaster Industries. They
have assessed the following sites in
Shropshire:-

1. Limeworks: Llanymynech Hill,
Whitehaven (SJ 270 240), Wem (SJ
524 329), Benthall Edge, Bower yard,
The Wharfage, Wenlock Edge,

2. Cement, Gypsum and Plaster Works
sites:- nil

Note:
There is no mention of Lilleshall in
the limeworks section.

Copies of the Reports can be seen at
each SMR Office (County basis).

Ivor Brown

Mining Help Wanted
Can anyone help this guy with photos
of either Clifton Colliery in
Nottinghamshire or general
underground shots of machinery?

His website is worth  looking at, albeit
a bit slow in loading some of the
graphics.

Adrian

 I used to work at the old Clifton Colliery,
just south of Nottinham until closure
forced the move to Cotgrave in 1967. If
I can provide any information let me
know. Also you wouldn’t happen to
have any photos of Clifton Colliery,
surface or underground would you?? If
you do or know of anyone please email
them or let me know where I can obtain
copies.

I also have worked at the British Plaster
boards East Leake mine,(Marblaegis)
and at cleveland Potash’s , Boulby
Mine, in Cleveland, North Yorks, before
leaving the U/K in 1979.

So if I can offer any help let me know.
Incidently, my late father’s father, my
grandfather I never new, worked in the
deep soft seam, probably at the bottom
of the “stone head drift’ at  clifton
Colliery sometime in the 1920’s. I am
presuming this fact, as he was buried in
a large roof fall, and this area was
renowned for bad falls.

John Waudby

http://www.home.inreach.com/aukum/
(I have a page dedicated to mining on
my web page.)

Mammoths Resurface
The Shropshire Mammoths Exhibition
is back on tour again and worth seeing.

The adult male found at Condover near
Shrewsbury is the most complete
mammoth skeleton found in the UK.

You can see the exhibition at: Telford
Shopping Centre, July 5th to 25th.

News Round-Up 2

Deepest Mine
According to a recent discussion on
the sci.engr.mining,  newsgroup on
the internet, the deepest mine on the
planet is Western Deep Level in South
Africa, at  a little over 4,500m (a bit over
2.75 miles). Proposed development will
take this down to 5,600m.

The world’s deepest hole is the Kola
Superdeep borehole on the Russian
Kola Peninsula, at 12.26Km. Take a look
at http://w3.uwyo.edu/~seismic/kola/
for more information.

Great Orme
Exploration Society

For more information please check out:
http://www.alex.phatcatz.net/goes

Ty Gwyn Latest
Yet again, the Ty Gwyn mine has come
up with something new. Another
passage has been discovered by 3 of
the GOES diggers. A small hole was
opened up, and through it 20 feet of
passage was seen disappearing off into
the distance. Unfortunately, this sight
only lasted for a short while and the
constriction was too tight to pass
through. A dig is now under way to try
and find this passage from another
direction.
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In the last Annual Journal (No.6), Ivor
Brown contributed articles on General
and Special Rules at Shropshire
Collieries and the 1901 Colliery Mine
Managers examination in Shropshire.
In the first of these articles he noted an
accident at Billingsley Colliery in 1912
which resulted in the prosecution of the
manager and deputy, commenting that
an interesting story probably lay behind
it. In the second article he noted that
one George Ferriday was one of the two
candidates in 1901 who got a second
class (undermanager’s) certificate. Ivor
was indeed right in that the story of the
1912 accident at Billingsley is of interest,
not least because the unfortunate
deputy involved was none other than
George Ferriday.

Billingsley - the Start
Billingsley Colliery started life in about
1870 as the creation of William Birchley,
the landlord of a local inn called the
Cape of Good Hope. Good quality coal
was found at the end of 1872 and the
mine was sold to the Billingsley Colliery
Company in 1875 who aimed to develop
it.

Unfortunately due to a mixture of unkind
geology and poor management this
concern and its grandiose successors
were abject failures so that by 1882 the
concern was in the hands of a liquidator.
It was purchased by the chief clerk,
Alfred Gibbs, a man of considerable
business acumen, who ran it profitably
for the next thirty years as a small mine.

However Gibbs never entirely
abandoned hopes of expansion and,
apparently inspired by the possibility
of a rail connection with the newly built
Cleobury Mortimer and Ditton Priors
Light Railway, he succeeded in
attracting the attention of some powerful
financial backers including two of the
leading directors of the powerful Powell
Duffryn Colliery Company in South
Wales. Accordingly a new Billingsley
Colliery Company was registered in 1910
to redevelop the small existing colliery.

The redevelopment at Billingsley
involved an almost total rebuilding of
the surface buildings, a railway

(eventually to the Severn Valley line,
not the CMDPLR) and underground
new exploration and the introduction of
electric power for haulage and coal
cutting.

Although the old pit had been managed
by Frank Gibbs, Alfred’s son, in
November 1911 Lawrence Russ arrived
from the Sneyd Pits, Essington to take
control, with Frank being relegated to
undermanager. It was probably about
this time that Ferriday also arrived from
Pendlebury Colliery, Staffs where he
had been undermanager. Virtually no
coal was being produced as all the work
was concentrated on reconstruction.

The Accident
At the start of 1912 this included driving
new headings in south west district and
creating a motor house close to the pit
bottom for the haulage. On Friday 12th
January 50 year-old Thomas Homer
started work at 10.00pm in a heading in
the south-west district. He was working
about 50 yards from the top of a jig with
John Brewer.

At about 1.30am they noticed that the
air quality had become poor as smoke
would not clear from the shots they had
fired. They withdrew to the jig to eat
their snapping and see if the air
improved. Circulation of air depended
on the integrity of a system of sheet iron
tubes or  troughs as the district was not
well-enough developed for the
construction of normal return airways.

At 2.00am the air was still bad, and by
2.30am they descended the jig to find
that the troughs were not working.
Arthur McKale, a  horse driver  then
told them that the troughs had been
fractured at 1.00am by a shot fired at the
motor house. Ferriday had been told of
this and arranged for repairs. When he
found that no suitable air pipes were
available he set off himself to the
opposite end of the pit to get some.

 Crucially he failed to warn anyone in
the south-west district that there was
no ventilation; indeed he had not been
in that district since the change of shift.
Furthermore, when his shift ended at

3.00am he left without seeing that the
work was complete.

Back at the jig bottom, McKale and
Homer remained behind whilst Brewer
went to investigate the progress of
repairs. On finding that they were still
not finished, he sent word for all men to
come out of the south west district.
Homer unfortunately went back up the
jig with McKale to fetch his clothes. As
they then walked out at about 3.45am,
Homer collapsed close to the pit bottom
and died. Ferriday was summonsed and
whilst others attempted artificial
respiration, he tried to revive Homer
with brandy. Unsurprisingly, this was
ineffective. It was unclear  whether
death was due to carbon monoxide
poisoning, lack of oxygen or some other
cause.

Censure
Ferriday was duly censured by the
inquest jury for neglect of duty,
admonished by the coroner, dismissed
by the company and prosecuted for
two breaches of the Coal Mines
Regulations. He did indeed show a fair
degree of incompetence and it would be
interesting to  know just why he gave
up an undermanager’s job to come to
Billingsley in the first instance.

However, a number of other factors
also emerged. The most serious was
that the Company were only employing
two deputies to cover three shifts;
Ferriday from 5.25pm to 3.00am for
afternoons and nights, and a second
man from 5.35am to 2.50pm. It was
obviously impossible to provide
adequate supervision or liaison with
such a system. Russ was made the
scapegoat for this method of working
and was prosecuted by the Mining
Inspector.

Alfred Gibbs died later that year and
Frank also seems to have left the
company soon afterwards. Whether the
accident was connected with his
departure is not known, but the many
years later the Gibbs’ family were
convinced he had been badly treated
by the Billingsley Colliery Company.
An obvious question is to what extent

“George Ferriday and the 1912 Accident at Billingsley Colliery”
a follow-up by David Poyner
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The report also says that the iron tubes
extended for 450 yards from the pit
bottom, and that the motor house was
120 yards from the downcast. The dip of
the strata at Billingsley was
predominantly about 1 in 8 to the east.

The plan uses conventional symbols ie
roads not in coal shown as multiple
lines, arrows indicate dip side of fault,
throw shown in feet. Dates are
approximately when working ceased.

Russ and his team were under pressure
from the directors to cut corners. The
Company did have a style that
antagonised a number of local interests.
The following year they were humiliated
in court by the local union over a number
of cases of unfair dismissal and injury
compensation and they also fell out
with the local district and parish
councils. As far as I can tell, Russ was
not regarded with any malice by the
local miners and I suspect the Company
was rather lucky that the Inspector did
not aim any higher with his
prosecutions.

After the accident Mrs Homer was lent
£8 by the company for her husband’s
funeral and then awarded £130
compensation under the Workmen’s
Compensation Act. £15 was given
immediately to allow her to buy a cow
for her small-holding and  the rest was
to be paid in £2-10-0d instalments per
quarter.

The Homers  lived at  Far Forest, 15 miles
from Billingsley and Homer  lodged
close to the mines with a Mrs Badger.
Ironically her husband had been the
last man to be killed at Billingsley back
in 1876, an accident also blamed on the
manager. The south-west district
produced very little coal with its only
face  being abandoned in 1913.

The mine was taken over in 1915
by the Highley Mining
Company; Russ left to take
up an appointment with
the Assam Railway
and Trading
Company, surviving
the torpedoing of his
ship, the Persia, in
1916. The Highley
Mining Company
appointed Arthur
Lebeter as his
replacement but
closed Billingsley in
1921; Lebeter  was
killed in a  drift  mine at
Chorley in 1924. The
fate of Ferriday is
unknown.

Where was the site of Homer’s
accident?

It appears that little work was done in
the south west after Homer’s death.
From the published accounts it is
obvious that Homer was working on a
level at the top of a jig. The district is
described as follows in the Inspectors
report:

“ Two miners were employed at the
face of what had been a level road,
but for 37 yards next the face it had
a dip of 8o; 77 yards back from the
face a jig had been driven for a
distance of 33 yards, rising at 36o,
and from the top of the jig a rise level
had been driven back for 46 yards.
Deceased and his mate worked at
the face of this rise level”.

“George Ferriday and the 1912 Accident at Billingsley Colliery”
continued....

Plan of Billingsley Accident from
Mines Inspectors Report:
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The main office block is also still present
although this has undergone significant
alterations since the closure of the mine.

The party then crossed the concrete
bridge built in 1936 to link the mine with
the screens on the Severn Valley
Railway in Highley. There are remains
of both the original rope-worked
tramway and the aerial ropeway which
replaced  it in 1961. The site of the
screens has been largely cleared and
converted to a picnic site/ halt on the
railway although a few sleepers are still
visible. Closer  to the river  is the remains
of  the lagoon built  for the coal washery
in the 1950s and various tubs are still to
be found in the undergrowth in varying
stages of decay.

David Poyner

We  then moved to the area of the
colliery buildings. A number of these
survived closure and were converted
into industrial units. The pit head
baths of 1950 is still intact, as is the
medical centre and canteen which
were remodelled in about 1960. The
lamp room, deployment centre and
surveyors’ offices form another major
surviving complex of buildings. The
core of this structure appears to date
from the 1930s but was also
remodelled in about 1960.

The weighbridge survives largely
unaltered from the 1930s although
the door is now broken and the
building is likely to deteriorate
rapidly.

Members present:
David Poyner, Dave Adams, John
Martin, Peter Sheldrake, Liz and Colin
Armfield.

Alveley Colliery closed in 1969. Part of
the site was then developed as an
industrial estate and in 1986 the spoil
heaps were incorporated into the Severn
Valley Country Park. Peter Sheldrake
was heavily involved in this work and
was able to explain what was involved.

The  party met at the visitor centre
where there is a small collection of
mining artefacts and a  few photos of
the mine. We also admired the mine car
and walking chock donated by the
Shropshire Mines Trust and  Joy Mining
a few  months before.

Alveley Colliery Surface Trip
15th May 1999

III European Speleological Congress
New Approaches to Speleology, Lisbon, Portugal, October 1- 3    1999

Organized by the Sociedade
Portuguesa de Espeleologia, with the
Speleological Federation of European
Community

Pleasure - Excursions
24 ~ 30 September
Several exciting trips in  fascinating
areas guided by local cavers:

• Volcanic caves and landscapes of
Azores

• Caves and landscapes of Alentejo
and Algarve

• Caves and landscapes of Serras de
Aire and Candeeiros Natural Park

• Caves and landscapes of Littoral-
Centre of Portugal

Main events - Congress
1 ~ 3 October
All speleo subjects, meetings,
workshops, discussions, hot news,
exhibitions and market

Symposia:
• Influence of Speleology among Youth
• Conservation of Caves
• Speleology and the Advance of

Sciences
• Marketing Show Caves
• Communications and posters

• Cave Explorations
• Karst Geomorphology
• Physical Speleology
• Volcanospeleology
• Biospeleology
• Applied Speleology
• Cave Archaeology
• Speleo Techniques

• Documentation and History 50th
Anniversary of the Portuguese
Speleological Society Exhibitions.

• Photo, publications, equipment, Film
and video shows Tours around Lisbon

Tough work - camps
4 ~ 10 October
Several mini expeditions various
techniques, photosafaris, archaeology
& more:

• Pumping flooded caves
• Digging spring entrances
• Rescue tyroliennes
• Diving under - 100 m
• Diving shallow sumps
• Exploration of selected caves
• Archaeological excavation in caves
• Photographic safaris

All details are subject of later
confirmation.

Call for Papers
Papers will be submitted to commission
of referees.

However, all contributions are welcome.
All supports are admitted: printed, PC
or Mac.

All languages are admitted although
simultaneous translation is not
guaranteed.

Deadline for papers: 31st July 1999

Pre-registration,
Questions &

Suggestions:
For enrolment, questions, opinions,
special requests, sponsoring, please
contact:

III EUROPEAN SPELEOLOGICAL
CONGRESS
Rua Saraiva de Carvalho, 233
1350 - 301 Lisboa
PORTUGAL

Phone/Fax: +351 1 3966291

E-mail: eurospeleo99@ip.pt

http://ip.pt/%7eip259832/eurospeleo99
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Introduction,
by Ivor Brown
The following article from John Tennant
(Club Member) is of considerable
interest. The steeply graded tramway
from the roadside wharf at GR: SJ 406
003 to the mine workings is well known,
but there was also a lesser known line
as described in John's article.

The article also refers to a book “The
Shropshire of Mary Webb”, this is
presumably the one published by
W.R.Cappell in 1930 and it purports to
show the mine ‘Lostwithin’, a subject in
Mary Webb’s book “The Golden
Arrow” (Mary Webb changed most
local names, Lords Hill became ‘Gods
Little Mountain’ for example).
Which mine was ‘Lostwithin’? John
Tennant believes it was Cothercott,
G.M.Coles in Mary Webb’s biography
published in 1978 thought it was “The
Bog” in the Stiperstones. The time and
description might be right for either, but
none of the photos of Cothercott that I
have show a building with a curved roof
- although of course this could have
been added later than the photos.

Can anyone throw light on this, was
‘Lostwithin’, Cothercott or The Bog
Mine?

Cothercott Tramways
Recent enquiries by Tony Garratt of
Ratlinghope, among elderly people in
the area have revealed the existence of
a tramway running down towards Castle
Pulverbatch, from the processing plant
on the Shrewsbury Road. This did not
survive long enough to be marked on
the O.S.Map as did the tramway to the
mines.

The Cothercott Mining Co. commenced
building this second line shortly after
the first world war as the conditions of
the road up the hill from Pulverbatch
was so appalling as to make dispatch of
the Barytes very difficult.

The line crossed the road immediately
north of the junction with Wescott
Lane and then took a northerly course
to Outrick Cottages, where construction

stopped. It had been intended to
continue to Brook Cottages on the
outskirts of Castle Pulverbatch where a
transhipment wharf would have been
established.

An ex-Dinorwic Hunslet saddle tank
locomotive was obtained from a dealer
in Halifax to work the line but proved
unsatisfactory, derailing frequently and
finally ending up on its side. This was
possibly due to it being assumed to be
2ft. gauge, whereas Dinorwic was 1ft.
103/4” gauge.

Some traffic was carried using horses
and gravity, transhipment to lorry being
at Outrick, Castle Pulverbatch being
reached eventually via a cart track.

Meanwhile it was found that lorries and
traction engines could traverse
Westcott lane successfully as, although
steep, the surface was in good condition.
The result of this was the abandonment
of the incomplete tramway and transfer
of all shipments to road haulage

as far as the main line railway. It is
thought that the loco may have been
left lying in a field until it was cut-up in
the 1940's.

the course of the line is quite clear from
the Cothercott end, with embankments
formed of quarried stone. The last ¼
mile at the Outrick end has been
ploughed out in recent years. What
appears to be a branch to Cothercott
farm was apparently a surveying error
and the line had to be relocated.

Several  wagon bodies and a short
length of track remained at the northern
end until the 1970’s. One metal tipping
wagon with wooden frame was still
extant near the site in 1998.

Cothercott Hill Tramways
by John Tennent
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Cothercott Hill Tramways
continued..

Lostwithin Spar Mine, sketch based on the photograph in “The Shropshire of Mary Webb”

Finally Tony has discovered a
photograph of the Cothercott
processing plant in the book “The
Shropshire of Mary Webb” (p.152). The
plant is referred to as the ‘Lostwithin
Spar Mine’.

There  is a brief reference in the text:-

 “ on the other side of the hill, and near
the Bishop's Castle Road, stands
what is left of a ‘Lostwithin Spar’
mine. In a valley set with a tiny lake
(actually the remains of a cooling
pond) the derelict workings stand
forlorn and forsaken.”

Michael Shaw (Ben Shaw's father) of
88, Underdale Road, Shrewsbury, SY2
5EE is undertaking a detailed study of
the Cothercott Mines and tramways for
the Industrial Railway Society, if any
members have information which might
be of use to him he would be very
pleased to hear from you.

Latest News
Since this article was submitted to
‘Below’  Ivor Brown  has come across
an  important reference in The
Geological Survey Reports of 1922, as
to the effect  that the line  was  then
being built to reach the main line at
Dorrington, a distance of about 4 miles.

As it comes from such a respected
source I think one can take it as being
accurate.

John Tennent

Hidden Earth
The UK National Caving Conference

Leeds on 10th-12th September

 e-mailto: paulmann@compuserve.com

ii)  Alan Speight (UK regional),
63 High Green Road,
Altofts,
NORMANTON,
West Yorkshire, WF6 2LG.

Tel: 01924 892287
e-mailto:
alan@xspeight.freeserve.co.uk

General enquiries, to the Bookings
Manager:

Peter Cousins,
8 Giffords Croft,
LICHFIELD,
 Staffs., WS13 7HG.

Tel: (01543) 251791.

Or: David Gibson at
  e-mailto:david@caves.org.uk

If you have any publicity for HE99 then
you should contact:
David Gibson at the e-mail address
above.

Hope to see you there,

Dave Gibson

The Hidden Earth Web Site has now
been updated with a new “online
brochure” for 1999 which is illustrated
with photographs.

The page includes links to information
sheets about the various competitions
and activities, and  you can complete an
online request to be sent a booking
form.

Follow the Hidden Earth link at:

http://www.caves.org.uk/

(the  Caving web site sponsered by the
BCRA and maintained by Dave Gibson,
but be warned it takes ages to load!).

A printed brochure and booking form
will be available later in the summer and
will be sent out, as usual, with ‘Descent’
and ‘Caves & Caving’ magazines, and
distributed to shops and caving clubs.

Offers of talks, presentations etc. to the
Lecture Secretaries:

i)   Paul Mann (Expo & technical),
83a Lonsdale Road,
Summertown,
Oxford, OX2 7ES.

Tel: 01865 316387.
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The mines on the north bank of the
River between Bedlam Furnaces and
the Free Bridge were among the very
first to have recorded tramways or, as
called locally, ‘railroads’. These are
discussed fully in MJT Lewis’s book
“Early Wooden railways” published in
1970.

Many of these adits from the river bank
seem to have connected with shafts
higher up the hill in the same way that
the Tar Tunnel connected with Blists
Hill Mine. Several of these tunnels have
already been referred to in this series,
but old documents seen by Mr. Lewis
refer to others whose location is not
now known. Among these are the
Lakehead Footrid, Holland’s Footroad,
and the Old Jacobite Footroad.

Lakehead Footrid
This seems to have been one of the
Bedlam  adits  (see Part 2)  and references
to it in 1748 include;

“Paid John Beddow & Co. laying the
rails and making waggons for the
Lake Head footrid £2-15-8½d

Geo. Cope   2½    (days)  work at
Lakehead Footrid 2/6 and
(fetching) Wood 2/6.

(Paid) Cadman for 35 days driving
Waggon Way. £2-3-6”

The mine was connected with Weld’s
pits at Amphletts Leasow, but these as
yet have not been located.
[‘Amphlett’ or Amplett however is still
a local family name]

Later, in 1784, P.C. Lesage, a Frenchman,
wrote of the mines here “Below the
(Iron)bridge is the adit of an iron mine
..... whose gallery is six or seven feet
wide, equipped with iron plates like
the ways  in  the hills, on  which  the
waggons run” (see Lewis p265).

Old Jacobite Footroad
This seems to have been nearer to the
Free Bridge but little is known of it,
except that in 1756 it had used ‘half-ton
waggons’ and ‘whole ton waggons’.
Lewis has however calculated that the
‘ton’ here is equal to 40cwt. So they
must have been unbelievably large.

Paddock Pit
The 1747 inventory of Paddock Pit
included:-

“16 mandrills, 4/-, 6 old shovels 4/6d, 21
dressers 2/4d, 1 crow(bar) 2/-, 2 hammers
3/-, 10 wedges 3/4d, 10 little baskets 10/
-, 1 pair of Smiths bellows 2/-, 5 (?) 1/-,
4 chains 4/-, 2 sharping hammers 1/4d,
4 chains, fire shovel and tongs 6/6d, 1
pair (stilsons (?)) 5/-, little table 3/-, 4
pair (Mobbies (?)) 1/4d, horse gears
and rails from pitt to Severn £31-0-0”.

Part of the pits value included:
 “ royalty of ironstone in stock on the

bank £10-0-0 and stock of coal
£17-3-10d”

Holland Pit Inventory
Holland Pit is not actually included in
this inventory of 1747, but the document
does include an “estimate of the profit
per waggon on Hollands Pit Coals”.
This includes details of the contract or
charter for operating the mine,
The Charter included:-

“1. Holing, getting, filling, setting and
drawing wood, drawing, loading,
making wood, finding wood, repair
of tools, candles, drawing spoil from
place to place, driving of level, taking
care of the windway (airway),
sharpening, making fires in the lamp
(firebucket); 2/-

2. Waggoning bills, including
waggoning, making wood for the
waggon and windway, setting wood
and cleaning the ways; 11¼d

3. Finding wood for the waggon and
wind-way, rails and sleepers; 5½d”

This part of the charter made a total cost
of 3/43/4d per waggon.

Other parts of the costing included
maintaining 3 horses, and looking after
them; 6d, and the cost of operating a
fire-engine; 23/4d.

The purpose of the fire-engine is
unclear, it may have been for pumping,
hauling or winding a rope. it was usual
for the mine owner to supply the main-
engine and presumably as in this case,
its ancillaries, the pipes and/or the ropes.

The more recent Madeley Wood
Colliery only used 13 cwt. capacity
waggons - and these seemed large to
the writer (especially  when he  had
occasion  to lift one on to the rails
again!).

Holland’s Footroad
It could have been one of the Stone Pit
tunnels referred to in Part 2. The
Victorian County History Vol.XI 1985,
suggests that in 1703 this tunnel may
have been connected with ‘Crostan’ or
Styches Pit further up the Madeley
Bank.

In a dispute in 1715 the lessees of  the
pit pleaded that the coal they were
working lay at a great distance, 6 or 700
yards from the mouth or entrance of
their footrid. The “digging mining
waggon wayes, wood and other
charges” cost them about 4/3d per
waggon load plus a rent of 6d per ton
and they only got 5/3d per waggon so
profit was negligible (Lewis p239).

Hollands Pit is also referred to in other
leases of the 18th century, along with
Paddock Pit (site unknown but a
‘Paddock Hill’ is very close and to the
east of the Stone Pit Tunnels) and Lane
Pit at the top of Madeley Hill (see Map
in Part 4).

Paddock Pit may not however have
been on Paddock Hill since in 1744 both
Lane and Paddock Pits are said to have
been to the north of the Shifnal and
Wenlock Road (now called Madeley
Road). Paddock Pit might have been
one of the unnamed pits between Lane
Pit and Lincoln Hill.

Lane Pit
This is obviously a very old pit, it is
mentioned in 1692 (when 1,500 yards of
railroad from the Pit to the Severn was
authorised).

 It is also mentioned in 1703, 1741 and
1744, but probably closed c1800 since,
by 1847, the likely location had become
‘Old Lane Pit Leasow’. An inventory of
1747 of Paddock Pits shows a value of
£61-2-4d against £195-0-9d at Lane Pit.

Mines and Tunnels of the Ironbridge Gorge, Part 8: Some historic mines
on Madeley Hill between Bedlam and Styches Pit, by Ivor Brown
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In Styches Lower Field a mark on the
map could indicate a shaft. Close to this
position on the Geological Survey map
of the area an actual shaft is shown,
marked as Stone Pit. Whether this Stone
Pit has any connection with Styches Pit
is not known. The Madeley Wood
Company records do however contain
an undated 19th century conveyance
of land from Richard and Absail Styche
to the Company.

A ‘railroad’ is shown on the 1849 map
connecting ‘Styches Pit’ to the ‘railroad’
from Meadow Pit to the Woodlands
Pits and this crosses Styches Lower
Field. Perhaps late in the 19th Century

The Mines and Tunnels of the Ironbridge Gorge, Part 8
continued...

The Chartermaster paid for its use on a
royalty basis.

Despite all the foregoing, and the
suggestion in the Victorian County
History, there is no certainty that
Hollands Footroad was connected with
the later Styches Pit, but it is possible.
Styches Pit is old and has been closed
then reopened on several occasions
but no date has yet been found of its
sinking.

Styches Pit
It seems to have had several names,
The Stone Pit, Crawstone Pit or Styches
Pit being only the more common. It may

also have been Hollands Pit as
mentioned previously.

The pit has not been found on any map
before the Tithe Map of 1849, where it
is shown as ‘The Stone Pit’ the
accompanying schedule describes it as
“Plot 1797 Styches, Pitmount, Shafts,
Buildings etc., owner J.Reynolds,
occupier Madeley Wood Company”.

The adjacent Plot however is described
as Styches Pit Piece and has the same
owner, but land on the opposite side of
Madeley Hill is called Lower Field,
owned and occupied by Richard
Styches.
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Mine ’Railroads’ or Tramways plus Field
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Additions by Ivor Brown, 1999
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The Mines and Tunnels of the Ironbridge Gorge, Part 8
continued...
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the Company obtained Lower Field to
protect this ‘railroad’.

The late William Yates of Madeley
informed the writer in 1960 that he had
been told many years before that coal
and ironstone from Styches (then
known as Crawstone Pit) was conveyed
to Bedlam Furnaces via these rails and
this included an incline through
Madeley Wood.

The earliest reference to ‘Crawstone’
Pit (there are other Crawstone Pits  in
the area, but this is the most likely one
here) occurs in 1796, when a list of  9 new
steam engines includes one at nearby
Brickkiln Leasow, one at  Lane Pit and
one at ‘Crawstone’ Pit. This Crawstone,
or Styches Pit, had a very old old engine
that was replaced about 1890 by a new
one,

In official records the Madeley Wood
Company pits were all covered by
‘Madeley Wood’ until the 1880’s (except
for Kemberton Pit) so it is difficult to be
sure of information relating to any
particular mine. Styches Pit is almost
certainly the one which Plumtre visited
in 1797 (see Part 3 and ‘Below’ 92.3 p.4).

Plumtre’s visit was probably to the
Pennystone Ironstone Seam at 300ft
depth. The local historian and geologist
John Randall has also given a graphic
description of a visit to one of the
Madeley Wood Company pits in the
Shrewsbury Chronicle, April-June 1859
and this again is likely to have been
Styches (for this text see “The Most
Extraordinary District in the World” by
B.S.Trinder, 1977 page 108).

On the 1884 OS map the mine is shown
as ‘Styches Colliery (Coal and
Ironstone)’ with two railroad one north
to the Woodlands railroads and one
due south leading obviously by means
of an incline to Bedlam Brickworks.
Local information also asserts that much
clay, both ‘red’ and ‘white’ was sent to
Blists Hill from Styches by tramway in
the last half of the 19th century, but that
it closed in the mid-1880’s.

About 1890 Styches Pit was reopened
and received notoriety when a skeleton
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The Mines and Tunnels of the Ironbridge Gorge, Part 8
continued...

It is believed that the new horizontal
steam engine erected about 1890 was
transferred to Kemberton Pit in 1905
and then in 1912 was moved from here
to Blists Hill Mine. It was scrapped in
1956. The site of Styches Pit buildings
was reclaimed about 1980 and the shafts
were capped. The pit mound is now a
woodland with pathways, and housing
is encroaching on to its perimeter.

Note:
The road names have been confused in
recent times, Madeley Road, the old toll
road, is now called Beech Road and
Lincoln Hill. The newer Madeley Hill is
now often called Madeley Road,
‘Madeley Hill Road’ or Ironbridge Bank.

References
(in addition to those given in

 the text)
1. SRO 271/1 Madeley Wood Accounts

1790-97 Crawstone Pit etc.
2. SRO 210/1-3 Survey of Lordship of

Madeley 1702
3. Staffs CRO NCB Collection,

Conveyance.

Ivor Brown

Dalton-in-Furnace Iron Mine Help

was found at the bottom of the shaft.
Was it murder, accident or suicide?

For this reopening a new steam winding
engine had been purchased. In the
official list for 1891 Styches Pit is shown
as working Pennystone ironstone at
285ft depth. There  were two shafts
each 7.5ft diameter and the pit was
furnace  ventilated. This depth
compares favourably with the depth
given in a 1909 survey made by the
Madeley Wood Company. This gives
‘surface level’ 450ft. aod, depth to
Pennystone 294ft. and to Little Flint
Coal 357ft.

No production or employment figures
are known for Styches Pit, but in  the mid
19th century, in  local terms, it must
have been quite a large mine considering
the size of its waste mound. Both coal
and ironstone were worked extensively
and red clay was worked for brick
manufacture at the Woodlands and
Blists Hill Brickworks. Red clay
production had however ceased by the
1890’s.

The 1902 OS map (on page 16) shows
similar general pithead arrangements to
the 1884 OS Map although several new
buildings had been constructed. The

easterly branch tramways had been
added and a fairly extensive new tipping
area formed on part of what had been
Cats Tree Piece Field. All tramways
south of the shafts had been removed,
as had that from the tunnel mouth.

There was also new development across
the Madeley Hill Road, the old shaft
had by 1902 been reopened and
connected by tramway to the main
system. A ‘trial Shaft’ had also been put
down near the point where the tramroad
crosses Harris’s Lane, but this was
probably for clay (see next Part for a
description of this clay working area).

The 1927 OS map shows that all
buildings had been removed from
Styches by that time, just two “Old
Shafts” remained. There were however
still some buildings and a chimney
across Madeley Hill at the reopened
Stone Pit and the chimney survived
until the 1970’s (an excellent photo of
the site appears in ‘Memories of the
Wrekin and beyond’ by A.Douglas,
Beacon Radio 1992, p66). The 1927 OS
Map shows that all the other mine sites
mentioned survived as “Old Shafts”
and pitmounds - no buildings or
tramways survived.

I’m an amateur genealogist, and my
great-grandparents came from Dalton-
In-Furness. My great-grandfather
worked in the iron mines there until they
moved to the United States.

Recently I found an old photograph of
a group of miners in our family Bible.
Taken about 1900, I have no idea who
any of the people are, or where the mine
was or anything. So I have posted a
copy of the picture (reproduced on the
right) at:

http://www.defisher.demon.co.uk/
dalton/

If any of your members can give me any
information about this picture, I would
be very grateful.

Bruce Nordstrom
Maineville, OH

e-mail: ccjune@aol.com

Field names from 1849 Tithe map
A : Old Lane Pit from other sources
B: Stone Pit from BGS Map (no tramroad
or buildings are shown on the 1883 OS)
C: These branch tramroads are not
shown on the 1883 OS Map
D: Limit of tipped area on 1883 Map, all

tips to right of broken line is post 1883.
E: ‘Trial shaft’ not shown on earlier
maps (chimney survived until ~1970)
F, G: Adit and tramways shown on
earlier maps
H: Incline assumed from earlier maps
J:Area to be dealt with in Part 9

Key for Map on Page 16
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“What the Papers Have Been Saying”
compiled by Nick Southwick

Shropshire Star, 28th Jan. 1999

Shropshire Star, 29th Jan. 1999

Shropshire Star, 20th Jan. 1999
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“What the Papers Have Been Saying”
compiled by Nick Southwick

Shropshire Star, 28th Jan. 1999
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“What the Papers Have Been Saying”
compiled by Nick Southwick

Shropshire Star, 1st Feb. 1999

Right: Shropshire Star, 20th Jan. 1999

Far right: Shropshire Star, 29th Jan. 1999

Below: Shropshire Star, 30th Jan. 1999
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“What the Papers Have Been Saying”
compiled by Nick Southwick

Shropshire Star, 15th March 1999
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“What the Papers Have Been Saying”
compiled by Nick Southwick

Shropshire Star, 30th Jan. 1999
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noted that an enormous amount of clay
and silt had been deposited throughout
the system. A proper graded cave
survey is to be made in the near future
to determine the position of the sump
relative to any nearby surface features.

There appears to be a far greater flow of
water in the streamway than what sinks
at the base of a cliff further up the valley,
indicating further inlets.

There may be alternative methods of
lowering the water level in the sump.
This will be decided on at a further visit
in which the entrance point may also be
enlarged to allow volunteer “surveyors”
into the cave.

Steve Powell

Oreton Cave near Clee Hills was visited
by myself, Alan Robinson and
prospective member Colin Bradford.
Alan had visited the site before and led
the way to the entrance of the stream
resurgence, which at present is
impassable. However an entrance is
conveniently situated beneath a tree
and its roots which leads into the main
streamway a few metres upstream from
the resurgence.

The entrance is quite constricted and is
similar to the S-bend of a sewer pipe!
The floor drops 10 to 15 feet sharply
down hill to enter a passageway through
a small boulder strewn floor. Colin was
unfortunate in being too large across

the chest to get through the entrance,
so Alan and myself were left to do the
exploring.

The passageway is dammed off,
diverting the water into a sumping
passage to the resurgence. So we
travelled upstream, crossing 2 further
boulder dams or rock piles to enter a
small chamber approximately 30m
further on. Here the stream disappears
beneath a pool which on this occasion
was approximately 4 feet deep, compared
to the streamway’s average of 12” to
18” depth.

A few photographs were taken before
an exit was made to surface. It was

VARA TELEVISIE - Jules Unlimited
locations inaccessible to other
programme makers or carry out research
in laboratories and participate in
scientific experiments.

Each 25-minute episode includes three
items, which are filmed in Holland or
abroad.  Jules Unlimited looks for
sensational camera angles to give
viewers the opportunity of experiencing
the impossible.

Before shooting starts, an assistant
visits a location to discuss the details
with those involved and to arrange the
best way of dealing with a particular
item (this happened at the end April,
when Maarten Tip was shown around
Snailbeach).

Scripts are always discussed
beforehand with experts.  The actual
filming of an item with a crew of five
usually takes about two days to
complete.

During the past nine years, Jules
Unlimited has built up a regular audience
of some 1 million viewers.  The
programme is rated highly and in 1997
was awarded the Dutch Academy
Award for the Best Informative
Programme.

The items featured in Jules Unlimited
during its ten-year run include:

Over the weekend of July 3rd-4th we
were visited by a crew from VARA
Televisie’s Jules Unlimited programme.
They were interested in recording Club
activity both above and below ground,
initially they were keen to emphasis our
‘gadgets’ like the bipod, winch, and
MineCam. However after an initial visit
at the end of April by Maarten Tip a
researcher/editor for the programme,
who was shown around Snailbeach.
They decided to broaden the scope of
the item to include the conservation
work that has taken place at Snailbeach

To give members some background to
the programme, here is an extract from
the Jules Unlimited publicity leaflet:-

Jules Unlimited, the VARA public
broadcasting company’s popular
science television series begins its 11th
season this autumn.  The series gives
viewers an extraordinary glimpse into
new developments in the world of
science, technology, sport and
adventure.

Ivette Forster, Menno Bentveld and
Jan Douwe Kroeske not only present
the items in Jules Unlimited but they
also go in search of new challenges or
adventures in which they themselves
play an active role.  Not only are their
sporting achievements admirable, they
also operate advanced equipment at

• The cosmonaut training programme
in Moscow

• Building the ice hotel in Sweden
• Breaking the sound barrier in a

fighter jet
• Restoring stuffed examples of

extinct species
• Nitrox-diving in Florida
• An operational flight with an air

force tanker plane
• Biosphere, the ecological laboratory

in Arizona
• Ice-hole training for an expedition

to the North Pole

Further information on Jules Unlimited
is available on the Internet:

http://www.vara.nl/tv/jules

Maarten Tip
Editor, Jules Unlimited
E-mail: maarten.tip@vara.ni

VARA Televisie
PO BOX 175
1200 AD Hilversum
The Netherlands
tel. +31 35 6711 617
fax. +31 35 6711 403

Once they have finished their trip to
Britain, and edit the item on the Club we
have been promised a VHS copy, which
hopefully we will be able to watch at a
Club Meeting.

Kelvin

Oreton-Farlow Cave
Sunday 18th April
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I would be grateful if you could tell
everybody at Friday night’s meeting
that progress on the book is going well.
I have written the first 100,000 words
and there is plenty  more to come.

Ivor  has found a publisher so that
means we will not have to worry about
printing costs.  It will be a joint
publication between the two of us with
myself doing virtually all of the work.

Incidentially, my published work  on
the Sphinx is attracting international
attention.  I do hope I’ve done the right
thing in publishing it?

If the Club want an evening talk on it I
will do so.  Please advise.  I won’t be
offended if nobody is interested.

Send my regards to everybody.

David Coxhill

Club Founders
 Incidentally of the ten founder members
Mike Bridgwood, Mike Bolderston,
Mike James and myself were all members
of Newport Young Farmers Club,  in fact
I became the first Club Secretary
immediatly after relinquishing the
Secretaryship of the Y.F.C. and John
Mason whose idea it was to study
mining in Shropshire was also a
prominent member of the Newport
Y.F.C. at that time. So their Club bears
some responsibility  for the founding of
ours.

It is their 70th Anniversary this year so
in  response to a request I passed on
this little gem of information to their
present Secretary: Michael Moore
(another one!), a significant part of their
history I think.

Moel Siabod Mines
Regarding  the proposed trip to the
mines of Moel Siabod - the first recorded
visit to these slate quarries was on 26th
August 1967, which was also the date
of our discovery of the Dorothea engine
house at Nantlle complete with engine,
as recorded in  the 1966/67 Club Year
Book.

This engine revisited over the recent
holiday week-end is now in a pretty
deplorable state (it is owned by
Dorethea  Engineering  the  well known
Heritage  restoration firm! Kelvin),
but I understand some positive moves
are now being made to restore it.

Yours,
David Adams

June Club Meeting Items
Just to confirm and add details to several
things I mentioned at the June meeting:

Ice House Update
‘Below’, Issue No:96.4 - ‘We have a
Hole and could use a  caver’ - The
Leaton Knolls Ice House, surveyed by
the Club on 2:3:96.

The work on restoring and electrically
lighting the Ice house has now been
completed and the Hon Charles
Bridgman has issued an invitation to
the Club to inspect it, and would like to
fix a date.

I suggested a light weekday evening
might be suitable with three alternative
dates and the meeting suggested the
possibilities of 6th-7th July. One of
these dates will need to be confirmed
with the Leaton Knolls Estate, the
contact is the architect Peter Nock 01952-
550492.

Founder Found
At Stafford Show in early June I was
recognised by Mike Bridgwood who
was one of the ten founder members of
the S.M.C. in 1961 and who I had not
clapped eyes on for 34 years.

He was interested to  hear of the progress
of the Club, to be remembered to it’s
members, and to be informed of major
re-union events such as the Annual
Dinner, and of course the 40th
anniversary do in 2001!

His address is - Bridge Farm, Leigh,
Stoke-on-Trent, ST10 4QD

Letters to the Editor

Help Wanted
“I recently have been doing genealogy
research on my family (Maiden) and
have been in contact with a few
decedents that still live in the area.

Joseph Maiden was one of the nine that
had died on that Tuesday, September
27th 1864.  He would have been 18 years
of age at that time of his short life. Little
is known on him and his/my family,
other than that they all were colliers in
Shropshire. Joseph’s brother William
is my Great-Great-Grandfather.  He had
married (Rhoda Blood, Nee Potts) of
Jackfied.

In all they had nine children, in which
three were born in Shropshire before
they emmigrated to  the United States in
November of 1881, landing in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, then
heading out into Pennsylvania’s mining
towns.

If anyone has any information on my
lost family members please put me in
contact with them.

Respectfully Yours,

Allen C. Maiden
15 South Terrace Ave, Maple Shade,
New Jersey, USA

email: SSGDuke@aol.com

Colliery Fire and Mines Rescue Web Site
If you are interested in finding out about
the Hampstead Colliery fire of 1908,
then a visit to Phillip Clifford’s web site
would be useful:

http://freespace.virgin.net/kathryn.c/
index.htm

- follow the link to “Enter Mines rescue
Site”.

Alternatively you can jump directly to
the Hampstead Colliery fire page at:

http://freespace.virgin.net/kathryn.c/
hamstead%20disaster.htm

Phil’s site is a tribute to the pioneers of
the mines rescue brigades, in particular
a couple of his relatives who were
involved in the formation of the Mines
Rescue Service starting in Tankersley,
Yorkshire, in the early 1900s. One of
whom (Walter Clifford) won the Edward
VII First Class Medal (often referred to
as the Miners VC).
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Alan Robinson has had a series of letters  from George Hall and Roy Fellows concerning errors in the “Glogfach and
Glogfawr Mines” in the last issue of the Club Annual Journal, with permission of George and Roy, their correspondence
is reproduced here.

Kelvin

3rd April 1999
I am not sure whether you are editor of the Annual Journal,
but seeing your name inside the cover I am venturing to write
to you.  I don’t want to be impertinent, but if the Journal is
intended as an accurate record of the Club’s activities and
research, errors ought to be drawn to someone’s attention.

I’ve known the Cardiganshire (Ceredigion, if you like) mines
for many years, still go there quite often, and am in touch with
local explorers, and I am afraid that, in ‘Glogfach and Glogfawr
Mines’, Roy Fellows has gone adrift in a couple of respects.
Also it does not seem that he’s been anywhere not well-
known to other underground enthusiasts, especially those
living in the area.

I am assuming that the ‘British Gelogical Survey’ publication
that he refers to is Dr. O.T. Jones’ Memoir, ‘The Mining
District of North Cardiganshire and West Montgomeryshire’,
1922. I believe that Dr. Jones’ descriptions of the mines in
the Pontrhydgroes area are pretty accurate, although there
are errors elsewhere in the Memoir.  He had the opportunity
of visiting some when they were still active, and knew the
mining engineers in charge, and it’s rather unwise of Roy to
cast doubt on Jones’ research on the basis of mistaken
locations.

The inclined shaft at NGR: SN 753 710, that he describes is
not East Glog-fach, but the Pen-bwlch Shaft of Glog-fawr.
East Glog-fach is 500 yards to the eastnorth-east, on the
other side of the bog of Rhos Waen-lloi.

By my interpretation of the surface remains at Pen-bwlch the
main adit comes in from 500 feet to the north-east, but there
was also a shallow adit from the north-west.  It seems from
Roy’s description that he encountered the latter.  This is not
shown on some old mine plans that I have, but these include
the deeper adit.  According to these plans, which agree with
O.T. Jones’ description, Pen-bwlch shaft was connected to
the Davey and Engine Shafts to the west by the 45 and a
couple of levels above, but none below.  These plans show
quite extensive stopes, worked by the Lisburne Development
Syndicate, both east and west of Pen-bwlch shaft, above the
45.

I am told that last year explorers from South Wales got down
through the Pen-bwlch workings to the Level-fawr (the 90
at Glog-fawr), but this is second-hand information, and I
can’t verify details at the moment.

In his account of Level-fawr, the underground workings
Roy describes are in fact of Pen-y-gyst mine, which is on a
north dipping lode.  The lodes of Logaulas are south
dippers.  There is indeed only one shaft at Pen-y-gyst, and
no workings below Level-fawr.  It was my friend Hugh

Ratzer’s S.R.T. rope that Roy used, and Hugh and his friends
have been trying to make the complete trip from surface to
Level-fawr, but have not so far been quite able to make it,
down or up, owing in part to unsafe old stulls.

Having confused Pen-y-gyst with Logaulas Roy seems to
be making the rather startling assumption that, because he
couldn’t get into extensive workings from Level-fawr,
Logaulas, one of the largest mines in Cardiganshire, and
sunk to the 130 fathom level (Level-fawr being the 60), was
not so large as records make it.  I can assure Roy that it is,
and I hope this year, if access arrangements can be made, to
get into a level which I consider to be the original deep adit
to Logaulas, that is, before the Level-fawr was driven.

I can’t understand Roy’s remarks as to the step in Level-fawr
between Pen-y-gyst and Glog-fach.  This must have been a
surveying error.  Some of the Glog-fach levels were re-
graded when it was found that the orebody extended
eastward, and Skinner’s took the place of Engine-shaft as
the pioneer sinking, and when Level-fawr was holed through,
but I can’t see how any of this has anything to do with the
step in Level-fawr.

I am not sure what Roy means by a ‘forehead’. Does this
indicate a deadend, and if so, in solid rock, or in debris ?

I should also, perhaps, mention that Peter Harvey is the
owner of the Llywernog, not Llangynog, Mining Museum.

I’m sorry to see that, although the Club have been posting
to me at Ludlow for a year, the Journal shows my old address.

I would be happy to spend a day in Cardiganshire with Roy,
or anyone else in the Club, if they’re interested.

G. W. Hall

8th April 1999
When writing to correct someone else’s statements it’s as
well to be sure you’re accurate yourself !

In my letter to you of April 3rd about the Pen-bwlch Shaft
of Glog-fawr I said ‘a couple of levels’ above the 45 connected
to the Davey Shaft.  By saying ‘a couple’ I intended to imply
some uncertainty, but I had meant to put in a question mark.
In fact I’ve no evidence for this remark, and I am pretty sure
that the only level to connect is the 45.  Sorry.

However, I am hoping to go down there myself in the near
future, and if we can get as far as the 45 we should know for
sure.

G. W. Hall

Glogfach and Glogfawr Mines,
a Journal follow-up
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Glogfach and Glogfawr Mines,
a Journal follow-up

Reply to George Hall
First I would like to thank George for taking the time and
trouble to draw attention to the rather fundamental errors
in my article “Glogfach and Glogfawr Mines”. George
states “its rather unwise to cast doubts on Jones (O.T.
Jones) research on the basis of mistaken locations”.

Actually, I think George is being rather charitable to me, I
am sure others could find stronger words. I also wish to take
this opportunity to apologise to any readers who have
been misled. However, in this context I feel that it is
incorrect to refer to the contents of the journal as being “an
accurate record of the clubs activities”. There is a statement
inside the cover  “Note that the articles in this journal is the
opinion of the respective authors and not necessarily that
of the Shropshire Caving and Mining Club”.

When an article contains errors as fundamental as these,
it is easy for an informed reader to feel that the whole article
is somewhat questionable, this is perfectly understandable.
However, I feel that one should not be too ready to fall into
this trap. I would like therefore, to address each and every
point that George makes.

1. The assertion that I had not gained any new ground,
not previously entered by modern explorers.

This referred in the main to my descent of the Glogfawr
workings. In view of the fact that I had to install a traverse
line across a collapsed area, clear ground the other side, and
install various belay points, not to mention digs and
avalanche slopes. I felt it a logical assumption. If other
explorers had preceded my down this route, I would be very
interested to learn their exploration techniques. What I
omitted to mention in the article, was that this work was
done in 1996, it is likely that others have been there since.

2. Pen-y-bwlch Shaft
This is where I really went astray by describing it as “East
Glog Fach”. However, the description of the underground
remains is as accurate as can be, given the limit of my
descent. The shallow adit was actually up to the roof in
water until I did some clearance and got it down to waist
depth. The level reached at 200ft was driven to what I
described as a forhead, a term I believe to be in general use
meaning the end of a drive, i.e. solid rock. There was no
stoping. Allowing for the incline of the shaft, this level
would probably be at a vertical depth of about 120ft, or 20
fathoms.

3. Level Fawr
Again I seem to have gone astray, at least in respect of my
identification of the first major workings encountered in the
level. George provides the real key to identification, by
drawing attention to the fact that the lode of Pen-y-gyst is
a north dipper, while Logulas lode dips to the south. This
of course means that the lode through which Peter Harvey’s
associates did the digging, must be Logulas.

I have to stand on what I said about the rise in the level. As
I say in my article, I originally thought that it was due to
faulty dialling (surveying), however I do not think that this
is so. The logic of my reasoning is that it would have been
known that the Glogfach 118 fathom level drained towards
engine shaft, and that the floor would have to be blasted
out of this level so as to make it drain in the opposite
direction, i.e. towards Level Fawr. Therefore Level Fawr
would have to be taken in well below the horizon of the
Glogfach 118 fathom so as to allow enough ground to do
this. Whether or not there was some miscalculation here
causing the “step” in the level to be more than anticipated,
will probably remain a matter for conjecture.

4. Through Trip?
I am open minded about this, however in the absence of any
factual account, such a story is hearsay. However, such a
trip, from Pen-y-bwlch workings down to Level Fawr,
would require a vertical descent of some 700 ft. Allowing
for the underlie of the vein and in the absence of any
serviceable ladders this would require some 1000ft or so of
rope.

The only connection at the present time with Level Fawr
(apart from the separate Pen-y-gyst workings) is the steep
rubble slope at the end. My opinion on this, from what I
have seen, is that it would be impossible for a party to
descend this without precipitating a major fall. This would
certainly block the crawl space at the bottom, not to
mention physical injury to members of the party.

I am now left with the feeling that I ought to make another
descent of what I now know to be the Pen-y-bwlch shaft.
I will need approx. 500ft of rope. A wise explorer abseils
down drawing rope from a kitbag, this amount of rope
would therefore present a problem in itself. The initial
descent could be made to the lower level where the rising
main is met. Here, there is a definite ledge, a good place to
place a bolt for a re-belay. The only thing that concerns me
is the dumping of rubbish down this shaft, as I remarked
in my article, on one visit I noted some broken glass. I am
now particularly wary of anything that can lead to cut
ropes. (See my article on exploring Cwmbrwyno, journal 4)

5. Mining Museum
Yes, I think that we all know where Peter Harvey’s museum
is located. I must have been thinking of something else
when I typed this. What was our Journal Editor doing to
miss this? (This is called “passing the buck”)

Sincerely,
Roy Fellows

Green Gables
Stafford Road
Great Wyrley

Walsall WS6 6AX
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19th April 1999
Discussions with Roy Fellows over the Pen-bwlch Shaft of
Glog-fawr Mine led to a meeting there last Friday of Roy,
three mine-exploring friends of mine who live in the vicinity,
and myself.

The intention was to get to the bottom of the shaft, and
although we had plenty of men and gear, a combination of
circumstances, including a large pile of rotting sheep in the
shaft, meant that in the end, we did not get much, if any,
deeper, than Roy had done.  However, the shaft goes on
down, and we intend to try to reach the bottom in the near
future, as it may give access to extensive workings.

Our visit did make clear one point which, if you are going to
review matters in ‘Below’, I would like to put right.  There is
no shallow adit from the north-west, as I had supposed.  The
only adit to Pen-bwlch Shaft (although the workings
ultimately connect to the Level-fawr, a long way below),
comes in from the north-east, along the line of the lode.  This
was the level Roy got into from the shaft on a previous visit.

I hope that I won’t be bothering you again for a while, for
which I expect you will be grateful!

Best wishes,
G. W. Hall

Mining Bibliography for Windows
Mining Bibliography for Windows is
an advanced database of  mining books,
offering some very unique features.  It
also included an on-line picture gallery.

From the entry of a single keyword, the
name of a site or mine, it is possible to
obtain a report of all books on the
database which contain information
about the site of interest.  This is
invaluable to mining historians,
explorers, and mining enthusiasts.

The application is distributed pre-
loaded with details of the authors
collection of over 350 books and
periodicals that have been published in
the last ten to fifteen years, with the
facility to add to the data as more books
are published.

Developed on Microsoft Access 97, it
is distributed with all the “run time”
code necessary to run independently
on your computer.  Includes Setup
Wizard and Windows Uninstall facility.

I am a professional, licensed, program
developer who originally developed this

applicationfor my own use.  I have since
decided to offer this product on the
open market.  Custom written software
usually costs hundreds or even
thousands ofpounds.  At ú29.95 inc.
postage, it offers incredible value for
money. If you have ever visited a mining
site, and left with the urge to read up on
the place, this is just what you need.

Minimum System
Requirements.

• Pentium 75 processor
• 16 Megabytes Ram
• 30 Megabytes available disc space
• CD ROM
• Windows 95/98 operating system

Price £29.95 inc. postage (on CD ROM)

Obtainable from:
IRIS Computers LTD.
Greengables, Stafford Road,
Great Wyrley, Walsall WS6 6AX
Telephone: 01922-406713

Please make cheques payable to: IRIS
COMPUTERS LTD

Roy Fellows

Glogfach and Glogfawr Mines,
a Journal follow-up

I have written about this elsewhere, however, a recent
incident has caused  me to draw attention to this matter
again.  After extended use the steel bobbin assembly tends
to wear.

This does not normally give any problems with ropes that
have seen some amount of use.  Ropes tend to stiffen up
considerably with use.  However, if one comes to descend
a pitch rigged with a new rope, a worn  petzl stop can fail.  My
definition of failure, in this context, is complete loss of the
autolock facility, and loss of about 50% of the friction
braking.

Many cavers and mine explorers use descenders without
autolock facility, such as the rappel rack.. My opinion is that
this is unwise, where the descent of previously unexplored
shafts and winzes is concerned.  There is a very real threat,
from the possible descent into bad air, gas, or the gasses and
foul air generated by decomposing animal carcasses.

My best advice to everyone using this type of descender is
to pass the rope through a krab clipped to the centre harness
maillon.  This enables a very positive lock off procedure,
should the need arise.  Also check it for wear, whenever
about to use a new rope.

Roy Fellows

WARNING!
Petzl Stop Failure

Selby Miners Ultimatum
RJB Mining, Britain’s biggest coal
producer, has given the 3,000 miners at
its Selby pits just three months to raise
productivity and restore profitability or
face large-scale redundancies or even
closures.

The company warned  that a shortfall of
0.5m tonnes of coal in output at Selby’s,
four pits, which normally account for
just over a quarter of its total production,
would reduce first-half earnings to little
more than £10m.

Last year RJB’s pre-tax earnings fell by
three-quarters to just £40.lm.  Pressure
is even more intense this year as the
company has concluded new contracts
(barely ahead of costs) to supply around
24m tonnes of coal in each of the next 3
years to electricity producers, National
Power, PowerGen and Eastern, shaving
at least 20% off RJB’s profits per tonne.

RJB, which employs 8,000 miners, has
recently made 70 staff at its Harworth
headquarters near Doncaster redundant
and announced the closure of its
Calverton colliery near Nottingham with
the loss of around 150 jobs.
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Vandals Paint Caves
A set of neolithic-era cave paintings
classified as a United Nations world
heritage site have been vandalised with
orange spray-paint.

Spanish officials said that the attack
was the third since 1991 on the cave
outside Albi in the northeast Catalonia
region.

Associated Press, Barcelona
14th April 1999

Bad Ventilators fanned
Mt. Blanc Fire
An interim report produced in April on
the Mt. Blanc tunnel fire in which at
least 41 people died has criticised the
Alpine tunnel’s management for
spending more time discussing toll fees
than security and failing to set up
permanent emergency measures at the
Italian end of the 7 mile tunnel.

The report on the three day blaze, which
started on March 24th, said poor
emergency ventilation had caused most
victims to be suffocated by smoke within
minutes of a Belgian lorry catching fire
and being abandoned in mid-tunnel.
The driver escaped.

Experts leading the enquiry claim that
instead of extracting smoke, ventilators
forced in fresh air. The smoke and heat
prevented firefighters from reaching the
blaze for more than 48 hours.

Pressure for the tunnel management
team to be prosecuted could increase
after the report alleged that no
emergency team had been set up at the
Italian end and no fire training had been
given to Italian staff. Local safety
experts had been excluded from board
meetings.

But the investigators said there had
been “no undue delay” at the French
end, where firefighters arrived within 15
minutes. Toll gates on both sides were
closed within 4 minutes of detectors
picking up smoke traces.

About 800 yards in the centre of the
tunnel has been severely damaged.

The Guardian, 14/4/99

News Round-Up 3

early 1990s there were various
allegations in connection with leukaemia
clusters but no causal relationship was
established”.

Mr Russell distributed a summary of his
report, which attacks official
government agencies responsible for
monitoring the smelter’s performance,
as well as its owner.

“Rio Tinto’s operation at Capper Pass
was an environmental disaster, causing
death and serious illness to many of its
former employees as well as resulting in
leukaemia, cancers and other serious
conditions being suffered by
residents,” it said.

A spokeswoman for Rio Tinto said last
night that it not possible to comment in
detail on Mr Russell’s allegation But
she added: “We always complied fully
with relevant environmental
regulations”.

Mr Russell’s intervention at the meeting
followed more than an hour of questions
mostly from environmentalists and
other campaigners concerned about the
group’s impact on communities in parts
of the world ranging from West Papua
in Indonesia to Kenecott in the US.

The Guardian
13th May 1999

Toxic Time Bombs
The World Wide Fund for nature claim
lagoons of dangerous waste from heavy
metal mines are leaking into riverbeds,
poisoning fish, birds, agricultural fields
and water used by humans, and says
the WWF the EU is doing little about it.

The WWF claim more the 400km of
rivers in England and Wales are
polluted. In Devon and Cornwall more
than 1,700 abandoned mines pose a
problem for around 212 km of river. In
Wales there are more than 500
abandoned metal mines affecting rivers
near Aberystwyth and a dangerous
derelict mine in the Conwy Valley.

Daily Express 20/4/99
Its being so cheerful that keeps you
going isn’t it!

Shares in Rio Tinto, the world’s biggest
mining company, dropped 3% after its
chairman, Robert Wilson, said profit
this year is unlikely to improve much
because of low commodity prices.

The stock fell 33p to 965.5p. On April 30
shares reached the  year’s high of
1,085.50p.

The company faces several substantial
damages claims and demands for a
public inquiry over its management of
the Capper Pass tin smelter near Hull
during the 1970s and 1980s.

Tony Benn, the veteran Labour MP,
put down an early day motion in
parliament demanding a public inquiry.
Mr Benn referred to reports of “major
contamination of workers, residents and
the environment by arsenic, lead, heavy
metals and radioactive materials”.

His action follows a two-year
investigation by Wakefield solicitor
David Russell on behalf of the Transport
and General Workers Union.

Mr Russell, who raised the issue at
yesterday’s meeting, aims to publish
the full report of his investigation in
about two months’time, when he
expects claims for damages will be
lodged against Rio Tinto (formerly RTZ).

“There is the prospect of imminent legal
action alleging negligence and breach
of statutory duty in exposing workers
and their families to carcinogenic
materials,” he said.  “There will be claims
for very substantial damages”.

He asked Mr Wilson how he could
square the smelter’s record with claims
made earlier in the meeting for
transparency, accountability and
environmental concern.

Mr Wilson pointed out that the smelter
had ceased operations in 1991 and the
land was sold four years ago after
demolition and reclamation to meet
environmental standards.

Referring to possible links with cancers
in workers and the local community, the
chairman said: “In the late 1980s and

Rio Tinto - Capper Pass
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The conference includes lectures which
will be based upon the mining history
and exploration of the Forest of Dean
and other mining regions.  Guest
speakers will be covering aspects of
different mining rights and their origins
in diverse mining regions in Britain.
Offers of lectures relating to mining
customs from other, perhaps obscure,
localities in the UK are particularly
welcomed.  Contact J.Wright.  It is hoped
that a small publication, combining the
papers on mining customs, might be
produced for sale sometime after the
Conference.

Trips into mine workings will cater for a
wide range of abilities from gentle
walking, to difficult and extensive trips
lasting 7 hours.  Trips include Clearwell,
Wigpool, Westbury Brook,
Perseverance mines and many more.

Surface walks will take in some familiar
and several lesser known mining sites,
with leaders interpreting as the walks
progress.  There are also a couple of self
led drives around the Forest mine sites
for those unable or to lazy to walk any
distance.

Training sessions are being arranged
(subject to sufficient bookings) for
Ladder and Lifeline, Basic SRT, and
surveying.  Courses will be run by
entertaining and experienced tutors.

Saturday night’s  event will allow people
to discuss the days activities over a
three course evening meal; to be
followed by the showing of the well
known ‘Forest of Dean Freeminers’ film
by Mr Melville Watts OBE and the
brilliant monologue by Dave Carlisle in
the role of a Victorian mining agent (not
suitable for the easily offended).

The event is being run from the Civil
Service Motoring Association (CSMA)
site, Whitemead Park, Parkend village,
in the heart of the Forest itself.
Accommodation is available at
Whitemead in the form of Chalets,
camping or caravanning.  B&B, hotels
and hostels etc are plentiful in the
locality.  An accommodation list will be
sent out with booking forms and further
details of surface and underground trips.
Please send an A4 SAE to J.Hine.

Trade stands selling a wide variety of
Caving gear, books and underground
related essentials will be open for
business over the weekend.  Prospective
traders please contact J.Hine

For bookings, information, suggestions
etc: please contact:

Event Coordinator.
John Hine, NAMHO ’99
The Grottage, Mile End,
Coleford, Glos.  GLI6 7QF
01594 833217

Conference Organiser:
J Wright, Clearwell Caves,
Near Coleford, Royal Forest of Dean,
Gloucestershire, GLI6 8JR
01594-832535/ Home: 01594-510484

including Mushet’s Old Furnace Level
and Cannop Drift (mine).

3 Clearwell Area Walk
A 3 ½  mile round trip, easy walking, time
needed is around 2-3 hours.
The walk starts from Clearwell Caves at
GR: 577083 and takes in the iron ore
outcrop at the western edge of the
Forest ore field and includes the Old
Bow, Lambsquay & Old Ham mine
entrances.  The land pits of Stephens
and Yew Tree mines will also be included
as well as the deep pits of the Easter Iron
Mine and its associated mine building/
tramroads.

4 Oakwood Valley Walk
A gentle 4 mile round trip, taking approx.
3 hours.
The starting point is at the layby at GR:
601064 and the walk will follow part of
the Oakwood Valley Road, which served
the collieries and iron mines, before
traversing the iron ore outcrop in Noxon
Park.  The sites of Oakwood Mill deep
level (Iron Mine) and Oakwood land
level (also known as Quab Iron Mine)
will be looked at as well as the Princess
Louise Iron Mine shaft and China
Engine Iron Mine.

There are 2 car joumeys:
1. Iron Mines and associated iron

works
This carjourney starts at Whitemead
Park site (GR: 610080) and will visit the
Whitecliff & Darkhill coke blast furnace,
the Titanic steel works, the Easter Iron
Mine pithead buildings, Fairplaypit
Cornish ‘bull’ engine house, Findall
Iron Mine ventilation furnace, Parkend
blowing engine house and Wigpool
Iron Mine.

2. Coal Mines (Surface features
and buildings)

Some of the proposed visits may have
to be at the roadside due to restricted
access.

Arthur & Edward (Waterloo) Colliery,
Cannop Colliery, Princess Royal
Colliery, Flourmill Colliery, Lightinoor
Colliery, Northern United Colliery, Rose
in Hand drainage level and Parkhill Coal
Level.

NAMHO 1999 Conference - Royal Forest of Dean
24th-27th September

Surface trips
There are 4 guided easy walking routes
within the Forest of Dean that aim to
give an insight into the surface
buildings/features/geology etc. that
relates to the old mining history of this
area. A map is not necessary but is an
advantage to understanding this area
better - either the O.S map 162 (1:50,000)
the 0.S Outdoor Leisure map 14
(1:25,000).

1 Bixslade Valley Walk
A 3 mile round trip, easy walking,
slightly uphill, time taken approx. 2-3
hours.

The walk starts at GR: 608099 (Forest of
Dean Stone Firm) and the route will
include Coal mining sites, a working
Free mine, Pennant sandstone quarries
(inc underground site if required) &
Birch Hill iron mine.  The walk follows
the route of the tramroad which served
the industries along the valley.

2 Howlers Slade and
Wimberry Slade Walk

A 3 mile round trip, easy walking, time
taken approx. 2-3 hours.
The walk starts at GR: 604114 and will
traverse sections of 2 ft tramroads which
served coal mines as well as the stone
quarries.  The walk is aimed at people
interested in the coal mining industry
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Lecture Programme
Saturday
 0900-0915 Introduction J Wright
0915-1000 Freemining in the Forest of Dean M Howell
1000-1045 Customary Rights in Derbyshire L Willies
1045-1100 BREAK
1100-1130 The Mining Laws in North Wales C Williams
1130-1215 Peat Turbury Rights I Brown
1215-1300 Mining History & the Internet P Claughton
1300-1400 LUNCH
 1400-1405 Introduction To be confirmed
1405-1435 Role of the Deputy Gaveller in the Forest of Dean J Harvey
1435-1515 The Mines Rescue Service L Elias
1515-1530 BREAK
 1530-1615 The Mines Inspectorate A Forster
1615-1645 Iron Mining in the Forest of Dean I Standing
1730-1830 NAMHO Committee Meeting
2030- Forest of Dean Freeminers - a short documentary film M Watts

Sunday
 0900-0905 Introduction To be confirmed
0905-0945 Roman Mining Law in Britain D Elkington
0945-1030 To be confirmed
1030-1115 Mining Rights of North Yorkshire M Gill
1115-1130 BREAK
1130-1215 How Old is the “Owld Man”? - Discoveries of Ancient Mines

S.Timberlake
1215-1300 Coal Mining in the Forest of Dean I Pope
1300-1400 LUNCH
 1400-1405 Introduction J Wright
1405-1450 Nothing Short of Newcastle : Thomas Sopwith R Sopwith
1450-1520 Disused Mines & Nature Conservation English Nature
1520-1535 BREAK
1535-1605 Mines of Newent and Ross D Bick
1605-1635 Working at Waterloo & New Dunn Mines in the 1940s G Hall
1635-1645 Closing Address J Wright

The website itself is at: wkweb4.cableinet.co.uk/adrian.pearce/CONF.HTM

Adrian Pearce

International Mining
History Congress,
Greece 2000
The International Program Committee
and Organizing Committee of the 5th
International Mining History Congress
cordially invites you to participate in
the Congress to be held on Milos island,
Greece, 13-16 September 2000.

The purpose of the congress is to gather
specialists of the different disciplines
involved in mining history to present
and discuss their latest research. A
wide range of topics is discussed
including problems of the social and
economic history of mining
development in different countries and
regions.

The objectives of the event are: to
encourage mining history studies; and
to promote the preservation and
restoration of mining regions through
company and personal archives and
files, photographs, films, and memoirs.

The Organizing Committee

For more information, first
announcement and pre-registration,
please visit their web site:

http://heliotopos.net/conf/imhc

NAMHO Conference
1999 - Forest of Dean

IMHC 2000

P8 Problems
At the moment there is a problem
concerning P8. It is suspected that the
farmer is spraying his land with waste
from water treatment plants/cess pits.
Two cavers up to this date have had to
take time off work because of illness
contracted within the cave.

Be aware of this problem and use the
cave with caution.

As an  aside the land above Peak Cavern
is being treated with the same effluant.

T.pot (Derek Stables)

Botallack Calciner Flue
If anyone’s interested we have some
aerial images taken from a kite of the
arsenic calciner flue system at Botallack
on our web page at:

www.colbybos.demon.co.uk/
edhenvean

(Note: Edhen vean is Cornish for little
bird).

These pictures  will be joined with other
sites as and when appropriate.

John Colby

Chatterley Whitfield
Almost 10 years after the colliery failed
as a mining museum, English Heritage
announced at the beginning of June
that it will pay for a £1m master plan
towards a £30m restoration of the site.

The colliery, which is a grade 1 listed
site (the highest status possible), is one
of the most intractable problems among
the 1,615 buildings at risk on an updated
register published by English Heritage
on June 8th. Many of the buildngs are
in danger of collapse and the cost of
saving all of them is estimated at £400m.

Sir Jocelyn Stevens, English Heritage
Chairman, says “The failure of the
museum was a multipe disaster. It must
now become the centre of the community
again”. The full register details are
available at:

www.english-heritage.org.uk
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What ever happened to
the Colliery Guardian
Company ?

Does it still exist ?

Answer:
The Colliery Guardian became part of
Coal International in 1994 and that
would appear to still be in print.

TITLE: Coal International,
incorporating Colliery Guardian
  PUBLISHED : FMJ International, 1994-
 NOTES : Continues: Colliery guardian
NOTES : Six times per year
BRN : 905471

Peter Claughton

There are some useful tools out there
on the Internet which provide us with
this sort of bibliographic information -
I knew that the Colliery Guardian was
still in circulation in 1981 and it took
only a new seconds to login to NLW
Aberystwyth and confirm its current
status.

A good starting point for bibliographic
searches is the NISS site at:

http://www.niss.ac.uk/reference/

The ultimate bibliographic search
engine is at the British Library site -

http://www.bl.uk/

But they close down after about 23:00
hours and on Sundays and bank
holidays, to update the catalogue (or
rewind the rubber band) so NLW
Aberystwyth is a useful  fall back - as
one of the copyright libraries.

To get there visit:

http://www.llgc.org.uk/

then go to ‘Dept. of Printed Books’ for
access to the catalogue.

Peter Claughton

Shropshire Miscellany

Aerial Ropeways
I can think of 3 examples of aerial
ropeways serving mines/quarries in
South Shropshire area dating from just
before the First World War, and then
another built in the 1960s at Alveley
Colliery.

I have not done any real research on the
topic but my impression is of two
phases of aerial ropeways; an initial
burst of enthusiasm at the start of the
Century and then fairly widespread use
by the NCB in the 1950s and 60s
particularly for moving dirt to the spoil
tips.

Perhaps someone who knows more
about this than I do could comment?

I think there is a fair bit of literature on
the early types of ropeways in journals
such as the Engineer or specialist
monographs.

Brick Winding Towers
Following discussions on the internet
regarding brick winding towers, I can’t
think of any in Shropshire. But there
was a brick winding tower at Kinlet
Colliery in the Wyre Forest Coalfield in
the early part of this century.

This was a relatively short, squat
structure over the upcast shaft and as
such was only ever used for winding in
emergencies.

The winding wheel was basically set on
top of  the brick  airlock. I suppose it is
possible that there was an internal steel
frame to support the winding gear.

I have always assumed that there would
be plenty of precedents for this type of
structure where all winding is
concentrated on the one shaft and the
other is used almost exclusively for
ventilation.

David Poyner

Thirlmere Mines and The
Drowning of The Valley
by Ian Tyler
 Paperback, 273 pages, 132 plans and
photographs, follows same format as
Ian’s previous books Force Crag (out
of Print) Greenside, Honister Slate, and
Seathwaite Wad (mines of Borrowdale)

The book starts in Elizabethan times
with German Miners seeking Copper as
they settled uneasily into a foreign way
of life. Later came Adventurers looking
for Galena at Eagle Crag and Blue Rock
veins nearly 2,000ft up.

No venture was really successful the
book describes with photos and plans
these small mines. The valley suddenly
became important to the Manchester
Corporation who wanted water for its
factories and work forces in the Cotton
Mills. Whole livelihoods were wiped
out  and a community lost as the concrete
dam was built and Thirlmere reservoir
was created.

Cost £14.99 + pp, available from Mike
MooreBooks or  the Author at Threkeld
Quarry and Mining Museum

Cave Surveying Symbols
After  a long and laborious work  here
we are:

The official UIS Symbol list is in
existence!

Intense pre-work, an interesting session
at the UIS congress, followed by endless
email exchanges, lead to the final vote
from the national delegates.

The list in its present form had been
approved and can be seen and
downloaded at:

www.speleo.ch/cgi-bin/
cave_symbol.pl

I hope you’ll find this list useful. Let’s
go surveying!

Praezis
Chairman, UISIC Working group

Survey & Mapping
email: praezis@mpi.unibe.ch

Miscellaneous
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Videos and Events

e-mail: info@iarecordings.org or visit their web site at:
http://www.iarecordings.org/

Mining Videos
(available from the Club)

If you are interested in doing a bit of
armchair mine exploration the following
videos, produced by I.A.Recordings
with help from Club members, may be of
interest to you.

A Tour of Clive Copper Mine
£14.95
A comprehensive guided tour of Clive,
with Edwin Thorpe acting the
‘experienced’ expert and Kelvin Lake
the ‘novice’. The tour covers both the
upper and lower levels, plus the
Northern stope (the access to which is
now a bit dodgey).

Clive Rescue Practice, £9.95
An action packed ‘head banging’
record of a Club rescue practice,
featuring the ‘infamous’ maypole winze
traverse!

Snailbeach, £14.95
The rise and fall of Snailbeach, once
renowned as the “richest per acre of
ground in Europe”, is traced in this
production through the use of historic
photographs, animated plans and
sections, and unique underground
video footage.

Glengowla, £6.58
A tour around this amazing mineral rich
lead mine in Ireland, complete with
commentary and diagrams. [12 mins.]

Collections from the Archives
The following tapes contain almost all
the footage recorded at the given mine,
and are intended as a resource base, not
a finished production:

C.15:Dudley Tunnel ’88 to ’89, £14.10
C.18:Donisthorpe Colliery, £11.75
C.20a:Snailbeach - Final Frontier, £9.87
C.23: Bagworth Colliery, £11.75
C.28: Morse’s Level, £9.87
C.29: SCMC in Cornwall, £16.45
C.32: SCMC in Ireland, £14.10
C.37: Dudley Tunnel - Wrens Nest East

Mine. Local historians have often
talked about ‘Step Pit’ an access
shaft to the East Mine underground
canal basin and caverns that was
reputed to have a spiral staircase,
recent stabilisation work has
uncovered fragments of the
saircase, plus allowed an interesting
insight to the canal and mines in this
area. £9.87

C.41: Hem Heath Winders, £9.87

For more details about videos contact:
I.A.Recordings, PO Box 476, Telford, TF8 7RH

4th European
Exploration Speleology

Congress
April 29th to May 1st 2000

First Circular - EXPLO 2000
It’s now the turn of the Belgian speleo
community to let you share your latest
darkness experiences and results.

Profondeville, located just in the heart
of the Waloons’ Karst, will
accommodate this congress from April
29th until the 1st May 2000.

Aims and Objectives:
* Gather speleo exploration enthusiasts

together in a relaxed atmosphere

* share our last personal experiences
and thrills in varied speleo topics
such as: latest discoveries, new
techniques, rescue, diving, cave
surveying, data classification,
protection of caves, access
regulations....

Registration:
The price will be around 60??, this will
cover inscription fees, sleeping
accomodations and meals (acts will be
an extra)

Please, if you want to receive more
details about this congress feel free
contact us at:

4th EUROPEAN EXPLORATION
SPELEOLOGY CONGRESS
Union Belge de Spülüologie
Rue Belvaux, 93
B-4030 LIEGE-GRIVEGNEE
BELGIUM

Tel: +32/4-342.61.42
Fax: +32/4-342.11.56

E-Mail: ubs@speleo.be/explo2000

Organised by:
Commission Exploration de l’Union
Belge de Spülüologie

Arthur Butcher Cave Surveying Award (UK)
The Arthur  Butcher Award  is presented
annually by BCRA at the National
Caving Conference in September.

Broadly speaking the award is for
“excellence in cave surveying”. As well
as a prize, there is a trophy to be kept for
a year.

To be considered for the award,
individuals or caving clubs must bring
their work to the attention of the judges.

For a cave survey, you can do this by
displaying it on your club stand at the
conference. If, however, you want other
work  to be considered - such as a report

or publication on a surveying topic, or
other more general achievements - then
you should contact us in advance.

The rules of the award are listed on the
Hidden Earth Web site - follow
the link to Hidden Earth at :

http://www.caves.org.uk

or go direct to

 http://www.bcra.org.uk/hidden-earth/
rules.surveying.html

David Gibson
e-mailto: david@caves.org.uk
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46

For organised Club trips please refer to
the Monthly Meets lists.

28th-30th August: Onslow Steam Fair.

29th August: Columns Open Day, Ogof
Ffynnon Ddu.

10th-12th Sept.: BCRA Hidden Earth
Conference, Leeds Unversity, West
Yorkshire.

24th-27th Sept.: NAMHO Conference,
Whitemead Park, Parkend, Forest of
Dean.

1st-3rd Oct.: Cave Surveying Group
Field mmet, Bull Pot Farm, Casterton
Fell

22nd-25th Oct.: SUICRO XV
Symposium, leenaun, Co. Galaway

1st-4th Nov.:First European Cave
Rescue Symposium, Goppingen,
Germany.

13th-14th Nov.: DCA/NCA Caver’s
Workshop, Pindale Farm, Castleton,
Derbyshire.

2000
29th April to 1st May: 4th European
Exploration Speleology Congress

13th-16th Sept.: International Mining
History Congress, Milos Island, Greece

Diary DatesClub Officers

 Exploring remote welsh caves & mines
Lane’s too narrow

... we’ll park further on....

locating the ‘hole’, across:
... streams ...

... bogs ... and farmyards...

fields ...

It’s only 10mLONG !!!

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  http://www.shropshirecmc.org.uk/

President: Alan Taylor

Chairman: Neal Rushton

Vice Chair: Tom West

Secretary: John Priest
scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Bob Taylor

Tackle Officer: Andy Harris

Training Officer:
Steve Holding

First Aid Officer:
Alan Moseley

Conservation Officer:
Nick Southwick

Bat Officer: Mike Worsfold

Assistant Secretary:
Eileen Bowen

Rescue Officer:
Role undertaken by the Rescue
Wardens: Neal Rushton, Steve Holding,
Alan Robinson, Andy Yapp

‘Below’ Editor: Kelvin Lake
e-mail: scmc@factree.org.uk


